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Betting real money on sports is one of the world’s favorite pastimes. By some 
estimates people wager over $250 billion dollars a year on sports, with $100 
million bet on the Super Bowl alone.

The reason sports betting is so popular is because it makes watching sports 
more exciting, and it also has the illusion for the bettors to be potentially 
lucrative when in reality...

Good news is, with the RealBookie’s system, you can become the house … today!

The House Always Wins.
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This document is intended for bookies starting their businesses with little or 
no experience. If you have more than one year running a betting shop, you 
may want to skip this guide and read our Advanced Bookie Guide.

So, let’s get down to business. In this guide you will learn seven pillars to run 
your business:

   Hold Percent: What is it and why it is the most important metric in this 
business?

      Manage your exposure: Why you need to keep away from reducing 
the Juice and giving bonuses away?

   Start small: how to avoid getting over your head and how to limit 
your players?

   Credit Management: Who can you trust to pay their losses? What 
option do you have not to offer credit?

      Ideal Customer Profile: who is a good customer and how to find 
them?

   Your product: sports wager types, horse racing offerings, casino 
versions

   Your system: reliable computer platform and relentless business and 
technical support. 
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Let’s say you have two players, Peter and John,  with action in the Cleveland 
(-3 -110) vs Golden State (+3 -110)  game. Peter bets $110 on Cleveland to 
win $100 while John bets $110 on Golden State to win $100.

Since the bets are balanced on both sides, you will earn $10 no matter what’s 
the result of the game.

BetweenBetween both players they risked $220, and the house won $10. That means 
the hold percent of the house is 4.6% since  the hold percent is the result of 
win/ loss for the lapse of time (for a specific player) multiplied by 100 and 
then divide it by the volume of the player.

TheThe ideal situation will be to find a balance when booking a game. This means 
having the same amount on each team, just like in the example above. But 
this is almost always not the case. The idea is for the players to win and lose 
50% of their bets lifetime, this will give you the 4.6% hold in the long run.

What is it and why it is the most important
metric in the business?
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Predicting what customers bet is as difficult as it gets, basically impossible. 
There is always going to be a calculated risk when accepting bets.

If the hold is negative, it’s in favor of the bookie. If the hold is positive the 
player is winning. During a lapse of time holding a positive % on a player will 
decrease your winning profits.

TheThe hold percentage is the key to the bookie’s success. The higher it is, the 
profits will be maximized. Just looking at the win loss won’t determine the 
adjustments that could be implemented. 

If you have any questions on how to maximize your profits, the RealBookie 
Team will be more than happy to assist you with our expert advice.
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Basically, the house has the edge. In an ideal situation there will be a 
balanced action on any certain game. Since you are a small bookie, this         
situation will be rare. The juice will be the default line used on a game. The 
most common juice used is 20 cents which is the usual -110 line on each side. 
This will determine the profit made by the bookie. 

TTo be competitive some people tend to reduce the juice on games, the lower 
the juice the lower the profits will be in the long run. The only way to reduce 
the juice is if you had an overwhelming volume.

Avoid giving bonuses away unless there is a rollover of the risk amount. Being 
a bookie involves taking calculated risks on exposure, so all decisions   
regarding discounts should always consider the math behind them.

What is the juice and Why you need to keep away
from reducing the Juice and giving bonuses away?
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Basically, an efficient bookie will have enough to cover their losses. Calculate 
the credit limits of your players so you can calculate your bank roll. Make 
sharp decisions with the software provided and try to limit the exposure with 
the offerings. Knowing your top decisions and your expected net for the 
week will provide a perspective of the whole picture.

TheThe best customer is the one that loses and pays on time. Treat them the 
same way you want to be treated. Try not to slow roll a customer so he knows 
his bookie is on top of the payments. Excessive credit limits have to be 
limited. Test the waters and slowly know your customers.

How to avoid getting over your head and how
to limit your players?
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When building your clientele, the best way will be to not allow a customer to 
have a huge debt. Try to enforce manageable credit limits. Cut ties with any 
customer that slow rolls the funds, especially if they win in the first couple of 
weeks.

The other option the bookie has is to get something upfront. Customers will 
play just what they deposit. It’s a win win situation for the bookie.

Who can you trust to pay their losses?
What option do you have not to offer credit?
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The best customer will be the one that pays on time and losses constantly. All 
players win from time to time, so do not overreact when somebody hits for a 
couple dimes. The best advertising is for a customer to win and get paid. If 
he starts winning constantly for more than 3 or 4 weeks in a row, there might 
be an issue.

RecRecreational players are the ones that you are looking for. These are the ones 
that play for excitement and probably his hometown team. Professional 
gambles will go after props, steam moves, and non traditional markets.

The best customers are the ones you know, probably a co-worker or another 
strategy will be to offer a referral bonus. One aspect is for certain, there is 
always going to be a percentage of the winnings that probably you won’t be 
able to collect. Fellow agents calls this the nature of the beast.

Who is a good customer and how to find them?
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To be successful the bookie should offer all products available. The specifics 
on the rules and payouts, they should be provided to the player. Rules on 
teasers and parlays can be customized to your desire. 

TheThe most common wager type is straight bets. Parlays are always popular 
since they give the option to the player to make several picks to maximize the 
payout. All customers want to hit a long shot, our default parlay configuration 
will be 6 teams with lower fixed odds to protect your position. Max payouts 
on parlays can be configured. 

IfIf bets and reverses are also customer friendly. The if bet is basically a         
conditional bet, from team A to team B. If team A wins, the customer has 
action of team B. There are two types of if bets, if win only or if win or tie. 
Reverses are if bets, that work both ways (2 possible combinations). Action 
reverse will be an if win or tie and finally the win reverse will be an if win only 
(2 possible combinations).

Sports wager types, horse racing offerings,
casino versions
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The more sports and bet types offered the higher the volume your players will 
give you and in betting, volume is the most important factor since it will guar-
antee your success.

Our generic basic horse profile will avoid any surprises regarding payouts and 
track odds. This profile has fixed odds. Exotics are offered but with a conser-
vative approach.

There are two casinos offered, the virtual and the live casino. By default they 
get 1k win loss per day and week. Virtual casino games can be restricted if 
necessary.
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Our top of the line platform gives you the ability to run your book on the go 
and on your desktop computer. The line mover application comes in handy 
when there is a change to be made. 

Clientele will determine how successful you can become as a bookie. Try to 
keep them pleased and motivated to play. They are the cornerstone of your 
business.

IfIf there is any request, please contact our technical support team at any given 
time to walk you through a profile change or even an advice.

Reliable computer platform and relentless
business and technical support.
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